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Abstract
A bibliometric analysis of PubChem applications is presented by reviewing 1132 research articles. The massive volume of chemical structure and bioactivity data in PubChem and its online services has been used globally in various fields including chemical biology, medicinal chemistry and informatics research. PubChem supports drug discovery in many aspects such as lead identification and optimization, compound–target profiling, polypharmacology studies and unknown chemical identity elucidation. PubChem has also become a valuable resource for developing secondary databases, informatics tools and web services. The growing PubChem resource with its public availability offers support and great opportunities for the interrogation of pharmacological mechanisms and the genetic basis of diseases, which are vital for drug innovation and repurposing.
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Introduction
PubChem (http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), hosted by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), National Institutes of Health, is a public repository for chemical structures and their bioactivities [1–5]. It has three interconnected databases: Substance, BioAssay (containing depositions of chemical samples, biological results for small molecules and RNAi reagents) and Compound (containing derived unique chemical structures). PubChem grows rapidly and is now arguably the largest chemical biology database available to the public (Figure 1), which offers open access to over 50 000 users daily via the NCBI Entrez system, as well as web-based and programmatic tools. Moreover, PubChem is closely integrated with other literature and biomedical databases such as PubMed, Protein, Gene, Structure and Taxonomy.
In this work, we aim to provide a comprehensive review on community utilization of the PubChem resource to advance drug discovery and other research. Our analysis, based on the 1132 recent publications, shows that PubChem was widely employed for referencing and obtaining small molecule structures and annotations, and supporting lead identification via HTS and virtual screening of PubChem compounds. The large collection of bioactivity data and molecular target information in PubChem BioAssay has facilitated research areas such as SAR studies, compound–target profiling, drug activity evaluation and polypharmacology studies. The free access of chemical and biological data in PubChem also stimulated the development of secondary databases and informatics tools that interact with PubChem.

Bibliometric analysis of PubChem applications

Our analysis was based on the biomedical literature retrieved from the NCBI PubMed Central (PMC) and PubMed databases. As of 31 December 2013, a keyword search of ‘PubChem’ in the above two databases returned 1703 unique hits, including 1456 PMC full articles and additionally 247 PubMed abstracts, for which full articles were obtained subsequently. We manually inspected each article to identify the applied PubChem resource and its utilization in each study. We excluded 184 articles published by the research groups who had deposited data into PubChem to avoid the analysis being biased toward such frequent and ‘power’ users of PubChem. We further limited our investigation to research articles only, which excluded 171 reviews, commentaries, perspectives, meeting abstracts and so on. Another 216 articles that simply cited PubChem as one representative public chemical biology database or had little relevance to PubChem utilization were excluded as well. As a result, a total of 571 articles were excluded (Table S1 in the supplementary material online), and the remaining 1132 research articles were used for subsequent analysis (Table S2 in the supplementary material online). It is evident that PubChem received increasing citations as a function of time (Figure 2). A closer view shows that such citations were from over 270 peer-reviewed journals and by worldwide researchers (Figure 3), indicating the impact of PubChem upon the global community.

To facilitate further investigation and illustration, we classified the applications of PubChem into the following four categories: (i) data retrieval, exchange and service utilization; (ii) secondary resources and tools involving PubChem; (iii) applications in informatics research; and (iv) applications in wet-lab experiments. Note that an article could be assigned to multiple categories based on its content (154 articles in total; Table S2 in the supplementary material online). We will illustrate each category in detail in the following sections with a specific highlight on PubChem applications in drug discovery. Owing to page limitations, only a small number of articles are cited in this manuscript, and citations for equivalent or similar work can be found in Table S2 (supplementary material online).

Data retrieval, exchange and service utilization

The vast amount of molecular and bioactivity data in PubChem was extensively retrieved and analyzed by chemists, pharmacologists and biologists using the PubChem search engine, various web services and online and programmatic tools.
**Data retrieval**

Users approached PubChem for a wide variety of data, and the most frequently accessed were as follows: (i) chemical structures downloaded in SMILES, InChI or SDF format and structural images linked via web interface; (ii) basic small molecule information, such as annotations, synonyms, MeSH, formula, physicochemical properties (e.g. logP, molecular weight and numbers of hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors) and pharmacological information; (iii) PubChem fingerprints ([ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubchem/specifications/pubchem_fingerprints.txt](ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubchem/specifications/pubchem_fingerprints.txt)) that were often used for similarity search, chemical space analysis, structure clustering and SAR studies; (iv) bioassay datasets including HTS biochemical and cell-based assays for SAR studies and data mining. Examples of the applications for such retrieved data are presented throughout the manuscript.

**Data exchange**

The PubChem identifiers (i.e. CID for Compound record, SID for Substance record and AID for BioAssay record) were commonly adopted as a means for data and information exchange among various studies and were indexed or recognized by various databases or tools. Many articles annotated compounds of interest with SIDs or CIDs, which efficiently facilitated the transferring and comparison of structural information. Moreover, selected Elsevier journals recommend authors to supply an explicit summary of studied compounds with corresponding CID numbers. As a result, online articles were enriched with relevant information such as molecular weight and formula, as well as the chemical structure and associated bioactivity data extracted from PubChem. Likewise, AIDs offered an easy solution for sharing biological experiment details and test results, and worked as a convenient reference to bioassay datasets downloaded from PubChem.

**Service utilization**

PubChem provides many online tools and web services allowing data retrieval and analysis. Although system log files can offer a thorough view of PubChem usage, examples described in research articles can tell exactly how the services were utilized. Our review shows that: (i) the structure search tool was heavily used for identity, similarity or substructure search for compounds of interest (e.g. looking for a known drug molecule or seeking analogs or derivatives for a given lead compound); (ii) the structure clustering tool was applied for grouping, organizing and analyzing a set of compounds based on 2D or 3D structural features; (iii) the BioActivity SAR service and other assay-related tools were utilized to perform bioactivity data retrieval and analysis, or to explore compound-target-assay associations; and (iv) the power user gateway with flexibility and batch capability was applied as a programmatic tool to access PubChem data.

**Secondary resources and tools involving PubChem**

The rich contents in PubChem have fostered the development of secondary databases and tools by extracting data from PubChem, accepting PubChem identifiers or cross-reference linking to PubChem. A list of over 180 resources and tools involving PubChem is provided (Table S3 in the supplementary material online). Notably, the majority of them are in the
public domain, serving as additional and valuable resources for chemical biology research and drug discovery.

### Databases derived from PubChem

There were stirred interests in establishing secondary databases or datasets by compiling data from PubChem [6–8]. For example, COMMODE is a large-scale collection of molecular descriptors for the entire PubChem compound database [6]. Maximum unbiased validation (MUV) is a benchmark dataset generated from PubChem BioAssay that is designed for virtual screening [7]. SuperCYP is a database of Cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes with associated CYP–drug interactions collected from PubChem and other sources [8]. The majority of these databases and datasets have links back to PubChem allowing their users to retrieve additional annotations from PubChem, meanwhile providing value-added curation to PubChem data.

### Tools and web services compatible with PubChem

Users showed strong and diverse needs in developing tools or web applications for customized tasks such as PubChem-based data search and retrieval, for example PubChemSR [9] and PubChemDB [10], although similar functionalities are already offered at PubChem. Many tools have built-in features for working with PubChem data directly and interactively. For example, Avogadro [11] is an advanced chemical editor, visualization and analysis platform that allows retrieving structures from PubChem by compound synonyms. The ChemMine tools [12] support the batch import and similarity search of structures with PubChem CIDs. Such tools eliminated the need of manual work and lowered the barrier for data exchange across resources and studies. In addition, PubChem’s open access to the large-scale HTS data with great diversity enabled the development of semantic tools, such as BioAssay ontology (BAO) for the description and characterization of bioassays and HTS results [13].

### Applications in informatics research

Informatics research has greatly benefited from the publicly available data in PubChem. Studies using PubChem for data mining or analysis as well as for the application or validation of informatics tools emerged rapidly following the launch of PubChem (Figure 4).

### Chemical space analysis

PubChem represents an extremely large chemical space of over 50 million unique structures to the public. Based on the molecular and structural properties, these compounds were often analyzed for similarity, diversity, novelty, scaffold topology, as well as for clustering, ontology, classification, tautomerism and synthetic accessibility [14–17]. For example, van Deursen et al. analyzed and visualized the chemical space of the drug-like and lead-like compounds from PubChem by using 42 structural descriptors [14]. Singh et al. performed a chemical space analysis across PubChem and other databases in terms of physicochemical properties, structural properties and scaffolds to evaluate the consistency, complementarity, uniqueness and overlaps among different databases [15]. Bioactivity information was sometimes combined with molecular descriptors for chemical space calculation. Krein and
Sukumar explored the chemical space of compounds from a PubChem bioassay dataset by considering structural properties and the derived SAR [16]. Lounkine et al. performed an activity-aware fingerprint-based clustering by using 462 dose–response assays from the PubChem BioAssay [17].

**Compound–target network and drug polypharmacology**

PubChem BioAssay was employed to establish the connections among compounds, targets, related gene expression profiles, signaling pathways and other biological systems to gain insights into drug polypharmacology study that could be helpful to future drug design [18–20]. As an example, Covell performed data mining of the NCI-60 anticancer screen datasets in PubChem for exploring the correlations among the gene expression, chemocoactivity profile and biological pathways [18]. On a larger scale, Chen et al. investigated the drug polypharmacology behavior by performing a cross-assay analysis of PubChem BioAssay followed by mapping the obtained bioassay network to other biological networks (e.g. drug–target network) [19]. In addition, Hu et al. systematically analyzed 1085 confirmatory bioassays from PubChem and generated a drug bioactivity profile across a wide range of biological targets, which might serve as a reference for drug selectivity and promiscuity [20].

**SAR model generation and validation**

The chemical structures, bioassay datasets and molecular properties including structural fingerprints calculated with PubChem were applied for the generation and validation of in silico SAR models, which can be used for structural optimization and virtual-screening-based lead identification by predicting drug activities, toxicities, adverse effects and other properties. The generated models included binary machine learning based models [e.g. support vector machines (SVM), Bayesian and recursive partitioning models], as well as quantitative SAR models such as 2D-descriptor-based linear regression and 3D-based comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) models [21–23]. For example, Periwal et al. constructed machine learning models for screening antitubercular activity by using a HTS confirmatory bioassay dataset from PubChem [21]. Pouliot et al. generated logistic regression models for prediction of adverse drug reactions (ADRs) by correlating ADRs with PubChem bioassay screening results, which were retrospectively verified by established drugs [22]. Nagamine et al. validated their SVM-based classification strategy for enhancing protein–ligand interaction with over 19 million PubChem compounds followed by in vitro validation [23]. SAR models were also employed for lead optimization to identify more active compounds or chemical probes [24,25]. For example, Wendt et al. designed and verified selective inhibitors of hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) guided by a topomer CoMFA model generated from a PubChem HTS dataset [24]. Chou et al. developed two chemical probes for p97 ATPase inhibition based on the SAR study of the self-developed quinazoline analogs previously deposited in PubChem BioAssay [25].

**Informatics method development and validation**

The abundant structure and bioassay data in PubChem have motivated the development and validation of various informatics methods and algorithms [26–28]. For instance, Feldman et
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al. applied PubChem structures to a chemical ontology algorithm that was developed based on chemical functional groups [26]. Matlock et al. demonstrated their scaffold discovery framework by employing the PubChem HTS datasets to maximize the active scaffolds that increased the number of active molecules confirmed by experiments [27]. Butkiewicz and co-workers assembled a group of PubChem HTS datasets for benchmarking ligand-based virtual screening involving the major families of drug target proteins [28].

Applications in wet-lab experiments

PubChem was widely utilized for lead identification and optimization, an essential step for the discovery and design of drug candidates. With the bioactivity information for thousands of protein and gene targets, especially the large volume of HTS datasets that are currently lacking in the public sector, PubChem greatly facilitated the compound activity profiling and polypharmacology studies. Furthermore, PubChem played an important part in elucidating the identity of unknown biomarkers, metabolites and other compounds.

Lead identification and optimization

PubChem chemical structures were employed to construct screening libraries for identifying lead compounds as potential drug candidates. Libraries were typically compiled by extracting diverse compounds from PubChem according to the descriptor-based chemical space analysis [29], by performing similarity or substructure search against PubChem compounds [30], by selecting compounds tested in specific bioassay datasets or by downloading structures manually chosen according to user criteria [31]. Such libraries were virtually screened via docking, SAR model or similarity-based search for lead compounds, with predictions further validated by experimental assays [31–36]. For example, Ren et al. performed a hierarchical multistage virtual screening of the entire PubChem database based on SVM model, pharmacophore and molecular docking and discovered novel Pim-1 kinase inhibitors that were confirmed by in vitro assays [34]. Srinivasan et al. predicted novel human apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease-1 inhibitors by docking-based virtual screening of a structurally diverse sub-library of PubChem and validated them with in vitro assays [35]. Lin and colleagues conducted a similarity search against PubChem based on previously identified hits and subsequently obtained a promising drug candidate that is currently in clinical trials for the treatment of various cancers [36]. In addition to virtual screening, PubChem compounds with certain functional annotations were also selected for experimental screening to identify active outcomes targeting particular biological systems [37,38]. For instance, Ho et al. selected active compounds with the functions of cell growth inhibition, antiproliferation and apoptosis induction from the PubChem BioAssay, and tested their β-catenin signaling activity with in vitro assays [38].

PubChem structures were also downloaded for characterizing ligand–protein interaction through docking, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, binding energy calculation or other molecular modeling techniques [39–41]. Such studies were often performed after the identification of lead compounds by experimental chemists and pharmacologists aiming to investigate specific compound–target interactions that could benefit further drug optimization or de novo drug design. The public availability of the large compound collection in PubChem has greatly enabled such investigations.
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PubChem as a reference resource

The search tools of PubChem allow efficient large-scale retrieval of bioactivity data and assay descriptions that provide an ideal complement to the conventional literature resources in several ways:

- Bioactivity profile evaluation of studied compounds for their selectivity, diversity, novelty and cytotoxicity using the PubChem BioAssay data across assays, targets, cell lines, cellular functions, signaling pathways and so on [42–46]. For instance, Vang et al. searched the PubChem bioassay datasets among various drug targets and eliminated nonselective inhibitors of lymphoid tyrosine phosphatase [46].

- Compound inspection for active or inactive outcomes against a particular target, cell line or other biological systems to evaluate the structure diversity or novelty of compounds as compared with prior art in PubChem [38,47]. For example, Rickard et al. confirmed the novelty of the identified nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain 2 (NOD2) inhibitors by searching the screening results in the PubChem BioAssay database and other literature [47].

- Utilization or adaption of experimental protocols deposited in PubChem BioAssay by biologists for devising their own experiments [48].

Unknown identity annotation

PubChem with molecular structure and property data helped analytic chemists tremendously with the identification of unknown biomarkers, metabolites and other molecules by searching PubChem using exact mass, fragment, molecular formula and other information derived from analytical techniques [e.g. mass spectrometry (MS) combined with separation equipment such as liquid or gas chromatography (LC or GC)] [49–53]. Cheng and Guengerich identified orphan CYP substrates with HPLC-MS-derived formulae that matched known structures in PubChem and other databases, with the identities confirmed by comparing their HPLC elution time and MS fragmentation pattern with standard compounds [49]. Derewacz et al. elucidated metabolite identities by querying PubChem and other databases with MS-obtained accurate mass combined with the analysis of fragmental spectra, LC and retention time [50].

Concluding remarks

PubChem grows rapidly with chemical structure, bioactivity and molecular target data deposited on a daily basis. This open and valuable resource increasingly attracts worldwide interest from academic and industrial sectors. As a result, citations on the PubChem resource also grow quickly, covering multidisciplinary research fields such as informatics studies, biomedical and pharmaceutical research, and database and web-service development. PubChem data and services were extensively utilized, ranging from straightforward information search and retrieval to in-depth data mining for drug discovery studies. It is observed that computational applications dominated over experimental research in the first several years, but the latter caught up gradually (Figure 4). Our review on these applications could help to provide insight into the impact of PubChem resource on the medicinal,
pharmacological and chemical biological research community, meanwhile highlighting areas that have been largely overlooked.

Many challenges remain for PubChem users, as well as for PubChem to improve its data and services. This review indicates sections among the PubChem resources that have not been fully explored, and highlights fields that are worthwhile for further research investigation or future improvement of PubChem: (i) the chemical probes available in PubChem, which were generated by the Molecular Libraries Initiative as small molecule tools, are to be exploited for unraveling complex biological and disease related systems (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK47352/); (ii) the RNAi screening data in PubChem remained largely unnoticed, which together with small molecule bioassays can provide useful insights to the biological systems under investigation, as well as to understand the genetic basis of diseases [54,55]; (iii) integration of PubChem assay targets including proteins, genes and pathways with genomic data and disease information represents other interesting but less explored research areas such as polypharmacology, drug repurposing and personalized medicine [56]; (iv) text mining on bioassay data with rich descriptions on disease and targets, and recently added patent information toward data integration for exploring drug-target-disease relationships is currently scarce; (v) the HTS data in nature are often highly imbalanced and noisy, making it challenging for data mining and modeling. Despite a number of previous attempts [57–59], it still demands efforts from researchers and PubChem for developing methods to handle these issues.

Serving as a public repository, PubChem has been continuously making progress in the past ten years with multiple milestones achieved for collecting data, developing BioAssay data model, building information platforms and integrating with other biomedical resources. Further enhancements in information integration, efficient search tools, data quality control, annotations and classifications on chemical structure and bioactivity data will certainly be appreciated by the research community. By contrast, the entire community including researchers, funding agencies and open access journals can all come together to take important roles in the continuous development of PubChem (e.g. by sharing research data and depositing them into PubChem).
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Highlights

- We investigated PubChem applications by a bibliometric analysis of research articles
- PubChem resource was accessed globally for various research areas
- PubChem was widely utilized in informatics and wet-lab studies in drug discovery
- PubChem is a valuable resource for secondary database and tool development
- Our analysis highlighted fields in PubChem that remain to be further explored
Figure 1.  
Growth of PubChem data content. The numbers in parenthesis are the statistics by 7th July, 2014.
Figure 2.
Distribution of research articles citing PubChem by year.
Figure 3.
Distribution of research articles citing PubChem in terms of journal (a) and country (b). Respective article counts are shown in parentheses.
Figure 4.
Distribution of research articles citing PubChem by year and application category. A single article can be assigned to multiple categories for this plot.